Visitor and conference chair

allright

The all-rounder
that adapts. Even
to high demands.

Regardless of whether it be as a conference chair,
visitor‘s chair or for project work: allright is a
true all-rounder that is suitable for universal use
and which can adapt to any situation. With its
intelligent concept, it blends harmoniously into
any setting, uniting elegance with ergonomics.
allright is not just a chair for any situation,
though. But also for any visual requirements.

The design offers striking details such as a
consistent material thickness of seat, backrest
and armrest that lends the shell welcome
flexibility while providing delicate lightness.
There are also many different fitting options that
even include high quality leather upholstery,
with which allright can be customised with
stylistic confidence.

Clever design detail.
The small button in
the armrest takes
up the colour and
material of the
upholstery, providing
added highlights.
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Whatever happens: it’s allright.
allright has the potential to become a modern classic – not only in terms of
it’s design, but because it can be used universally and combined with other
furniture or style worlds, it just goes anywhere – even if there are changes
to the furnishing or layout of rooms in the future. That is not only pleasing
to the eye, but also to planners, who gain more flexibility as a result.

Adaptable.
Three colours each for
shell and frame, plus a
huge range of selected
fabrics and high quality
leather.
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Sustainability down to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany”
have been key company principles at Sedus
for more than 50 years. Principles that Sedus
allright also embodies and which are reflected in
ecologically tested materials, energy-conscious
manufacturing and ongoing quality tests. On top
of that, the resource-saving product design of
allright simplifies later recycling and makes it
more efficient. Furthermore, solvent-free powder

coating is used in the production of allright
instead of conventional paint. And an
ultramodern, particularly environmentally
friendly electroplating facility, where all
metal-containing production residues are fully
recycled, is also part of the Sedus philosophy
of quality and sustainability. In short: allright
delivers a good feeling – not only while sitting.

You will f ind more information at
www.sedus.com

Around the world, Sedus
adheres to the principles
of the UN Global Compact
for human rights, labour
standards, the environment and anti-corruption.
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Leather from nearby.
Leathers of the
highest quality come
from southern
Germany and Austria
via environmentally
friendly short
transport routes.
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Upholstery that lasts
longer. Quality that is
not only durable but
also exemplary in
terms of tear and
chemical resistance.
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Powder coating
instead of painting.
A high quality finish,
optimum rust protection and good for the
environment too.
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Environmentally
friendly shine.
At Sedus, perfect
chrome finishes also
mean a treatment
plant that removes
production residues
from the water.

Company:

Sedus allright:

ISO 50001
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
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